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Coherent neutral pion and eta meson photoproduction on the deuteron
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Measurements of the cross sections are conducted for coherent photoproduction of the neutral pion and eta meson on the deuteron,γd→π0ηd,
at the incident energy in the range of the reaction threshold to 1.15 GeV. A rapidly increasing trend below 1 GeV is observed in the total cross
section. The data are effectively reproduced by theoretical calculations incorporating the meson-deuteron final-state interactions. However,
the measured deuteron angular distributiondσ/dΩd in the center-of-mass frame (γd) is rather flat, and it differs significantly from the strong
backward-peaking behavior expected in the kinematics of deuteron formation afterπ0η photoproduction on an initial bound nucleon. In
addition, thedσ/dMηd differential cross section exhibits a prominent enhancement near theηd threshold, whiledσ/dMπd exhibits an
enhancement near the knownπd resonance withI = 1 andJP = 2+. From these observations, we have concluded that two reaction
sequences occur;γd → π0D01 → π0ηd andηD12 → π0ηd, whereDIJ denotes a state with a baryon number of 2, an isospinI, and a
spinJ . The enhancement corresponding toD01 is expected to be a theoretically predictedηNN bound state withI = 0 andJP = 1− or a
virtual state ofηd. It is found that attraction betweenηd is certainly very strong.
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1. Introduction

Although a meson serves as the glue that binds nucleons
within a nucleus, it is not considered to become a constituent
of the nucleus. The E15 experiment at J-PARC recently pro-
vided evidence for the so-calledK−pp state whereK− be-
comes a constituent of the nucleus [1, 2]. The existence of
the hyperon resonanceΛ(1405)1/2−, or aK−p bound state,
facilitatesK−pp formation. In addition, the eta meson (η)
and nucleon have strong attractive forces, thereby forming
the nucleon resonanceN(1535)1/2− that is the lowest-lying
negative-parity nucleon resonance, and thus it is considered
as a nucleon chiral partner. Furthermore,η is also expected
to be a constituent of some nucleus. Over five decades ago,
Haider and Liu predicted an exoticη-mesic nucleus that is
a η-nucleus quasi-bound state formed solely by the strong
force [3]. Theη-mesic nucleus enables us to investigate the
behavior ofη and/orN(1535)1/2− in a dense nuclear envi-
ronment [4–10].

The lightestη-mesic nucleus is possibly anηd bound
state, which is expected to be a mixing state withI = 0 and
JP = 1− between theS-waveηd system and theS-waveN
and N(1535)1/2− molecule-like system. Ueda conducted
a three-body isoscalarηNN -πNN coupled-channel calcula-
tion, and predicted an isoscalarηNN bound state near the
sum ofηd masses withΓ = 0.01–0.02 GeV [11, 12]. Inηd
production from thepn collision, a significant deviation was
observed over the phase space near the threshold [13–17].
This deviation could correspond to the predicted state al-
though it did not provide the mass and width of theηd system.

We have attempted to find theηd bound state in photopro-
duction. A GeV photon beam produces baryon resonances
from the nucleon. The excitation spectrum itself is an impor-
tant testbed for understanding the non-perturbative domain of
the quantum chromodynamics. Baryon resonances are likely
to be generated by the quasi-free (QF) nucleon even when a
nuclear target is irradiated with the photon beam. The QF nu-
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cleon, or the excited baryon resonance, is a participant, while
the residual nucleus becomes a spectator. No spectator exists
in coherent photoproduction of a meson or several mesons
where the same nucleus appears both in the initial and final
states. Therefore, a meson-nucleus system is expected to be
produced in coherent meson photoproduction.

However, there is no indication of theηd bound state in
γd → ηd [18, 19]. Theη angular distributions in the re-
action are expressed by the coherent sum of the elementary
γN → ηN amplitudes. Owing to the kinematics for deuteron
formation in the final state, the deuteron angular distribu-
tion is strongly backward peaking in the center-of-mass (CM)
frame (γd). Coherent photoproduction of a single neutral me-
son is governed by the coherent sum of the elementary am-
plitudes and nuclear form factor. By contrast, the same is not
true for coherent photoproduction of two neutral mesons.

Deuteron emission shows rather flat angular distributions
in the CM frame forγd → π0π0d. Therefore, QFπ0π0 pro-
duction with deuteron coalescence is ruled out; alternatively,
a reaction sequenceγd → D0J → π0D1J′ → π0π0d process
is dominant, whereDIJ denotes some two-baryon state with
isospinI and spinJ [20, 21]. Inγd → π0ηd, two reaction
sequences are expected:γd → D1J → π0D0J′ → π0ηd
andγd → D1J → ηD1J′ → π0ηd. Note that the differ-
ent states are described by the same symbolD1J , D0J′ , or
D1J ′ . A low relative momentum condition betweenηd can
be given inγd → π0ηd, where a possibleηd bound state is
likely to be produced, and its tail may appear inDIS. In this
proceeding, we report theηd threshold structure that appears
in γd → π0ηd. Further details are provided elsewhere [22].

2. Experiment

We conducted eight series of experiments aiming at baryon
spectroscopy by means of meson photoproduction [23] at the
Research Center for Electron Photon Science (ELPH), To-
hoku University, Japan [24]. We generated bremsstrahlung
photons as a photon beam [25] by moving a radiator made
up of a carbon thread directly into the stored 1.2-GeV elec-
trons in a synchrotron [26]. To determine the energy of a
produced photon, we detected the corresponding recoil elec-
tron with a set of counters for photon tagging, STB-Tagger
II [25]. The typical tagging rate was 20 MHz, and the tagged
photon energy was in the range of 0.75 to 1.15 GeV, corre-
sponding to theγd CM energies in the range of 2.50 to 2.80
GeV. We monitored the photon beam profile, or the(x, y)
intensity map at the target location regularly [27]. The hori-
zontal and vertical widths of the photon beam were≈ 7 and
≈ 8 mm (σ), respectively. The horizontal positions are cor-
related with the horizontal components of the incident pho-
ton momentum [29]. The size and correlation of the photon
beam were considered for estimating the acceptance of de-
tecting theπ0ηd final-state events. The photon transmittance,
or the probability of finding a photon arriving at the target lo-
cation when an electron is detected with STB-Tagger II, was

also monitored regularly [28]. The photon transmittance was
≈ 53% on average.

We used a 45.9-mm-thick liquid deuterium target [30].
We measured the kinematic variables for all the generated
final-state particles ofγd → π0ηd → γγγγd using the FOR-
EST detector with three different electromagnetic calorime-
ters (EMCs) [31]: 192 pure cesium-iodide crystals (CsI), 252
lead and scintillating-fiber sandwich modules (Lead/SciFi),
and 62 SF5 and SF6 lead-glass counters (LG). The energy
resolutions of CsI, Lead/SciFi, and LG are≈ 3%, ≈ 7%,
and≈ 5%, respectively, for 1-GeV photons. We obtained the
energy resolutions depending on the incident energy also at
ELPH by using momentum-analyzed 0.1–0.8 GeV/c positron
beams [32]. To identify charged particles, a hodoscope con-
sisting of plastic scintillator sheets (PSH) was located before
each EMC. We also investigated the position-dependent en-
ergy and time responses in detail for these PSHs by using
the positron beams. The forward PSH was comprised of
left-handed and right-handed spiral-shaped plastic scintilla-
tor sheets, having three layers in total, and it could provide
the impact position of a charged particle. The trigger for
the data acquisition (DAQ) required that multiple particles
were detected together with a coincident photon-tagging sig-
nal [20, 21, 31, 33]. The trigger rate was≈ 1.7 kHz and the
DAQ effciency was≈ 79%, on average.

3. Analysis

We selected theπ0ηd final-state events (γd→π0ηd
→γγγγd). We scanned the events including four EMC
clusters without PSH hits, and a PSH hit. An EMC cluster
without a corresponding PSH hit was recognized as a neutral
particle, whereas a PSH hit was recognized as a charged par-
ticle regardless of whether the corresponding EMC cluster
had a hit or not. We required that the time difference was less
than three times that expected from the time resolution for
every two out of four neutral EMC clusters. We analyzed the
events that the charged particle was incident on the forward
PSH, and that the PSH hit was delayed more than 1 ns with
respect to the four neutral clusters. In addition, we required
that a charged particle deposited an energy in PSH larger than
two times that the minimum ionizing particle did.

We applied a six-constraint (6C) kinematic fit (KF) with
the γd→π0ηd hypothesis (CKF): the four-momentum con-
servation (4C), the two sets of the two-photon invariant
masses being theπ0 andη masses (2C), respectively. In each
event, we selected the most probable combination to divide
four photons into two sets of the two photons from theπ0

andη decays. We calculated the momentum from the time
delay for the charged particle under the condition that it had
the deuteron mass. To reduce the contribution from other
background reactions, we selected the events in which theχ2

probability was higher than 0.2. The QFγp′ → π0ηp reac-
tion is the most competitive background when the deuteron
is misidentified as the proton. Therefore, we additionally re-
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FIGURE 1. σ as a function ofEγ . The blue circles showσ obtained
in this study, and the magenta triangles represent those obtained in
Ref. [37] (Mainz MAMI). In each data point, theEγ coverage is
given by the horizontal error, whereas the statistical error ofσ is
shown by the vertical error. The dashed curves represent the calcu-
lations for the impulse terms, and the solid show those with FSIs.
The red and black curves are taken from Ref. [38] and Ref. [39],
respectively. The systematic errors ofσ are shown in the hatched
histograms.

quired the events so thatχ2 probability in another KF was
lower than 0.01 for theγp′ → π0ηp hypothesis (QFKF). In
this QFKF, we assumed that each component in the Cartesian
coordinate of the initial proton momentum was measured as
0 MeV/c with a resolution of 40 MeV/c. We obtained the
total energy of the proton by assuming that the spectator neu-
tron was always on-shell. Finally, we carried out sideband-

background subtraction to remove the accidental-coincidence
events between detections in STB-Tagger II and FOREST.

4. Results

Figure 1 shows the total cross sectionσ as a function of
the incident energyEγ . We estimated the acceptance for
detecting four photons and a deuteron through a Geant4-
based [34–36] Monte-Carlo simulation. We modified the
event generation from the phase space in order to reproduce
the following kinematic variables:Mηd (ηd invariant mass),
Mπd (π0d invariant mass), andcos θd (deuteron emission an-
gle in theγd-CM frame). Note thatMπη (π0η invariant mass)
is directly obtained fromMηd andMπ0d at a fixedEγ . The
data obtained in this study agree with the previously obtained
data at another facility, Mainz MAMI [37], within errors.
We compared the data with existing theoretical calculations
without (impulse terms only) and with final-state interactions
(FSIs). The red curves represent the calculations in Ref. [38]
(by Egorov and Fix), and the black in Ref. [39] (by Egorov),
while the solid curves represent the calculation for the im-
pulse terms, and the dashed represent those with FSIs.

As shown in Fig. 2, we obtained the three kinds of dif-
ferential cross sections,dσ/dΩd, dσ/dMηd, anddσ/dMπd,
at Eγ = 1.01–1.15 and 0.95–1.01 GeV, The experimental
data are shown by the blue circles with statistical errors, and
the systematic uncertainties are represented by the hatched
histogram. The experimentally obtaineddσ/dΩd exhibits a
gradually decreasing trend ascos θd increases, similar to the
γd → π0π0d reaction, suggesting that a reaction sequence
occurs. An enhancement indσ/dMηd is observed in the low-

FIGURE 2. a) dσ/dΩd, b) dσ/dMηd, and c)dσ/dMπd at Eγ = 1.01 − 1.15 GeV (top) and0.95 − 1.01 GeV (bottom). The measured
values are plotted by the blue circles, and their systematic errors are represented by the lower hatched histograms. The green dotted curves
are the phase-space contributions, where the yields are normalized so as to reproduce the measuredσ. In panels b) and c), the magenta solid
curves represent the fitted function includingS- (blue dashed) andD-wave (cyan two-dotted-dashed) decay contributions ofD01, as well as
a contribution fromD12 (red dotted-dashed).
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mass region as compared with the phase-space contribution.
The observed enhancement is much wider atEγ = 1.01–1.15
GeV than atEγ = 0.95–1.01 GeV. Indσ/dMπd, we observe
a significant enhancement at high masses, which corresponds
to the knownπd resonanceD12 with I = 1, Jπ = 2+,
M ' 2.14 GeV, andΓ ' 0.09 GeV [21]. This resonance
is the source of the broadening of the threshold enhancement
in theηd channel.

Only the ηd system in theS-wave with I = 0 and
JP = 1− (D01) contributes toward the peak formation in
the vicinity of the threshold indσ/dMηd. We decomposed
dσ/dMηd anddσ/dMπd intoπ0D01 andηD12 contributions.
Here, theD01 → ηd decay was assumed to occur in theS
andD waves. In addition, we assumed that the mass distri-
bution ofD12 takes a Breit-Wigner shape, and that ofD01

was expressed by a Flatté parameterization where the open-
ing of theηd channel was incorporated and the widthΓ was
given by Γ = Γ0 + gpηc with the couplingg to the ηd
channel, the widthΓ0 for the other open channels such as
NN , πNN , ππNN , andππd and the momentump of η in
the rest frame ofηd. We performed a simultaneous fit the
Breit-Wigner shape forD12 and Flatt́e parameterization for
D01 to the mass distributions (dσ/dMηd anddσ/dMπd) at
Eγ = 1.01–1.15 and 0.95–1.01 GeV. The free parameters in
this fit wereM andΓ for D12, andM , Γ0, andg for D01,
and the yield ratio between theπ0D01 andηD12 contribu-
tions. The obtained parameters in the fit were(M, Γ0, g) =(
2.427−0.006

+0.013 GeV, 0.029+0.006
−0.029 GeV, 0.00+0.41

−0.00

)
for D01,

and(M, Γ) =
(
2.158−0.003

+0.003, 0.116+0.005
−0.011

)
GeV forD12. The

S- andD-wave decay contributions ofD01 together with the
D12 contribution are also plotted in Fig. 2.

Prominent peaks are deduced in the vicinity of theηd
threshold indσ/dMηd, as shown in Fig. 2b). This thresh-
old enhancement would correspond to the bound state ofηd
predicted by Ueda [11, 12] or interpreted as a virtual state of
ηd [40–42]. The former and latter cases result in a largeΓ0

and smallg condition, and a smallΓ0 and largeg condition,
respectively. As both the fittedΓ0 andg include 0 within the
errors, we cannot determine whether the peak is a bound or
virtual state. Attraction betweenηd is certainly very strong.

5. Summary

We measured the cross sections forγd → π0ηd. The to-
tal cross sectionσ was found to show a significant enhance-
ment near the threshold compared to the existing theoreti-
cal calculations for the impulse terms. Theσ was effec-
tively reproduced by the calculations including FSIs. The
deuteron angular distribution exhibits a rather flat behavior,
indicating thatγd → π0ηd is not expressed by the coher-
ent sum of the elementaryγN → π0ηN amplitudes. Al-
ternatively, a reaction sequence was considered to occur in
γd → π0ηd. We successfully decomposed it into theπ0D01

andηD12 contributions by fitting them to thedσ/dMηd and
dσ/dMπd data. Furthermore, we observed a clear peak cor-
responding toD01 in dσ/dMηd. The mass ofD01 was
found to be2.427+0.013

−0.006 GeV and the width was expressed by
Γ =

(
0.029+0.006

−0.029 GeV
)

+
(
0.00+0.41

−0.00

)
pηc for the momen-

tum of η in the rest frame ofηd. According to the obtained
parameters,D01 is expected to be the predicted bound state
of ηd, or virtual state. Attraction betweenηd is certainly very
strong. In conclusion, coherent double neutral-meson photo-
production on the deuteron is a useful probe for studying a
neutral meson and nucleus system. Further details are pro-
vided in Ref. [22].
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